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Abstract

Memes, as a new means of creative expression on social networks, provide an appealing multi-modal form of communication. However, some memes are being used to express hatred, which can take a toll on people’s mental health and on societal cohesion. This year’s Memotion 3.0 challenge provides an English and a mixed Hindi-English meme dataset for three classification tasks: Task A is sentiment analysis to classify a given meme as positive, negative, or neutral. In Task B, emotion classification, a meme should be identified as humorous, sarcastic, offensive, or motivational. Finally, Task C asks to predict the intensity of the emotion classes in Task B. Both text and image data play a role in the identification and classification of hateful memes. While such multi-modality can be helpful in many contexts, here, it also increases the challenge of the classification tasks due to the nature of memes, which often achieve their humorous effects through juxtaposition and irony. To address this difficulty, we adopt a multi-headed self-attention mechanism to integrate the text and image information in a learned, task-adapted manner. The gradient blending algorithm prevents overfitting issues in the multi-modal model. Our uni-modal models, which feed into the attention mechanism, are based on the CLIP model due to its outstanding performance on zero-shot classification tasks. Ultimately, with an ensemble strategy of our two best-performing models, our submission only reaches a 0.3289 weighted F1 score on sub-task A, but it ranks 1st on the two final Tasks B and C, with respective scores of 0.7977 and 0.5982. \textsuperscript{1}
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1. Introduction

It is well-known that multi-modal machine learning can vastly outperform uni-modal learning, at least when the system is set up appropriately. For example, in audio-visual speech recognition, visual information can complement speech signals to significantly improve recognition rates [1, 2, 3]. However, memes often express opinions in an implied manner. The text and image may even have opposite meanings in isolation and can be combined ironically. This characteristic of memes leads to a new type of challenge in automatic classification tasks. In order to study this problem, the Memotion 3.0 challenge provides a Hinglish meme dataset for three meme classification tasks [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10].
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In this work, we consider transfer learning to customize two multi-modal models based on the Transformer model: the CLIP model [11] and the OSCAR model [12]. The text and image encoders from the CLIP model are optimized as two uni-modal (text and image) models. Ultimately, the ensemble strategy is applied for better performance.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the related solutions to the task. Our system framework is described in Section 3, followed by the experimental setup in Section 4. Finally, our results are shown and conclusions are drawn in Sections 5 and 6.

2. Related Work

The transformer model [13] is widely used in natural language processing tasks due to its outstanding performance. In recent years, a number of works have expanded the capability of the transformer model towards multi-modal tasks. For example, the OSCAR model [12] adopts the Faster R-CNN [14] to extract visual embeddings of the detected object regions. In addition, the Faster R-CNN model outputs the detected object tags, which are considered as additional anchor points to improve the learning performance of alignments. Subsequently, an attention mechanism walks through the combined text-image sequence embeddings.

Recently, contrastive learning has drawn much attention due to its outstanding performance on zero-shot prediction [15, 16]. In this work, we consider the CLIP model [11] to extract contrastive embeddings, since memes contain various image types, which causes difficulties in classification. The remarkable zero-shot prediction accuracy of the CLIP model can help us to alleviate this problem. The CLIP model uses a pre-trained BERT model to extract text context classification features and a Vision transformer [17] for obtaining image classification features. Contrastive learning is adopted to learn multi-modal embeddings without manual labels by teaching the CLIP model about the similarity of different data points. Assuming a mini training batch with meme OCR texts \( T = \{ t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_n \} \) and images \( I = \{ i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_n \} \), where \( n \) is the batch size, the CLIP model learns to match the OCR text and image as follows: the extracted text classification features \( F_{\text{cls},t} \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times d_t} \) and image classification features \( F_{\text{cls},i} \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times d_i} \) are computed by

\[
F_{\text{cls},t} = \text{encoder}_t(T), \\
F_{\text{cls},i} = \text{encoder}_i(I),
\]

where \( d_t \) and \( d_i \) are the attention dimension of text and image encoder, respectively. The classification features are mapped to the same dimension \( d_e \) and normalized with an l2 regularization. The contrastive logits \( x \) are derived as their scaled, pairwise cosine similarities:

\[
x = (\|W_t : F_{\text{cls},t}\|_2 \cdot \|W_i : F_{\text{cls},i}\|_2^T) \times e^k,
\]

where \( k \) is a learnable parameter. As in [11], the labels are the one hot encoded labels of the set \( y = [1, 2, \ldots, n] \). The loss function is defined as:

\[
l = 0.5 \cdot \text{CE}_{axis=0}(\hat{y}_t, y) + 0.5 \cdot \text{CE}_{axis=1}(\hat{y}_i, y),
\]

where CE is the cross-entropy, \( \hat{y}_t = \text{softmax}(x) \) and \( \hat{y}_i = \text{softmax}(x) \). Finally, the learned text and image classification features \( F_{\text{cls},t}, F_{\text{cls},i} \) are used in our proposed CLIP-based text, image, and multi-modal models.
3. System Overview

Figure 1: Uni-modal CLIP models.

Figure 1 illustrates the proposed **uni-modal** text and image models. In Figure 1a, the CLIP\textsubscript{text} model outputs the classification embedding $F_{cls,t}$ for the sequence classification task, and the embedding sequence $E_t = [F_{cls,t}, e_{t,1}, e_{t,2}, \ldots e_{t,s}]$, where $e_{t,j}, j \in \{1, \ldots, s\}$ is the embedding vector of the $j$-th token. All classifiers in Figure 1 have the same structure: a fully connected layer with a dropout layer followed by an output layer. The text model first uses the classification embedding $F_{cls,t}$ to predict the classification logits. Then 2 BiLSTM layers, whose cell dimension of each layer is $d = 512$, extract the context information $h \in \mathbb{R}^s \times 2d$. Another classifier computes the sequence logits from $h$. Finally, the text model logits $x_t$ are computed by summing the classification and sequence logits. The image model logits $x_i$ are computed straightforwardly from the classification embedding $F_{cls,i}$ by the classifier. The image sequence embeddings $E_i = [F_{cls,i}, e_{i,1}, e_{i,2}, \ldots e_{i,p}]$, $e_{i,j}, j \in \{1, \ldots, p\}$ (4) are utilized in the multi-modal model, where $p$ is the number of patches of the image.

Figure 2 depicts the proposed **multi-modal model**. The sequence embeddings from the text and image model in Figure 1 are concatenated along the sequence dimension as multi-modal embeddings $E = [E_t; E_i]$, where $E \in \mathbb{R}^{(s+q) \times d_e}$. (5)

The complete embedding sequence $E$ is fed into six multi-head attention (MHA) blocks. We removed the MHA block’s residual connection and dropout layer based on our experimental results. Finally, the classifier, which has the same structure as the text and image classifiers, uses the multi-modal classification embedding $F_{cls} \in \mathbb{R}^{2d_e}$ to obtain the multi-modal logits $x_{multi}$, where $F_{cls} = [\tilde{E}_t[0,:]; \tilde{E}_i[0,:]]$. (6)

$\tilde{E}_t[0,:]$ and $\tilde{E}_i[0,:]$ are the first classification embeddings after 6 MHA blocks.
Figure 2: Multi-modal model.

4. Experimental Setup

Table 1 gives an overview of all datasets used to optimize our models. The ImgFlip575K \textsuperscript{1} dataset was collected from Imgflip, captioned by Scrapy. The MMHS150k dataset \textsuperscript{18} was obtained from Twitter for hate speech detection tasks. Only meme images and OCR texts are available in the ImgFlip575K and MMHS150k datasets. The Facebookhm dataset \textsuperscript{19} was created in 2020 for the Facebook hateful memes challenge. The MAMI dataset \textsuperscript{20} was created for training models to identify and classify misogynous memes. Both the Facebookhm and MAMI datasets are labeled for binary classification tasks, namely, for identifying hateful or misogynous memes, respectively. Therefore, we combine the Facebookhm training and development sets with the MAMI training set into the new pretrainuni training set. The Facebookhm and MAMI test sets are correspondingly grouped into the pretrainuni test set. The training and development sets of all datasets are combined to form our pretrainCLIP training set, while—except for the Memotion3 test set—all test sets are combined into the pretrainCLIP test set.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>training set</th>
<th>test set</th>
<th>development set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ImgFlip575K</td>
<td>573,948</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMHS150k</td>
<td>59,252</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebookhm</td>
<td>8500</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAMI</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memotion3</td>
<td>7000</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pretrainCLIP</td>
<td>652,340</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pretrainuni</td>
<td>19,140</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Memotion 3.0 challenge has three sub-tasks. Task A is to classify a meme as positive, negative, or neutral. In Task B, a given meme should be identified as humorous, sarcastic, offensive, or motivational. It is a multi-label classification task, so that a meme can have more than one category. Finally, Task C asks to predict the intensity of the emotion classes in Task B. In our work, we only optimized the models for Task A and Task C. Task B results are obtained

\textsuperscript{1}https://github.com/schesa/ImgFlip575K_Dataset
from Task C. For example, we consider a meme as *Humorous* if it is classified as *F*, *VF*, or *H* (detailed in Table 2) and vice versa. Since the Memotion3 dataset contains English as well as mixed Hindi-English memes, we perform back-translation to Hindi and then to English with the Python *translators* package.

### Table 2

Memotion3 dataset class distribution.+: Positive; !: Neutral; -: Negative; NF: Not funny; F: Funny; VF: Very funny; H: Hilarious; NS: Not Sarcastic; LS: Little Sarcastic; VS: Very Sarcastic; ES: Extremely Sarcastic; NO: Not Offensive; S: Slight; VO: Very Offensive; HO: Hateful Offensive; NM: Not Motivational; M: Motivational.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set</th>
<th>+</th>
<th>!</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>NF</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>VF</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>NS</th>
<th>LS</th>
<th>VS</th>
<th>ES</th>
<th>NO</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>VO</th>
<th>HO</th>
<th>NM</th>
<th>M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>train</td>
<td>2275</td>
<td>2970</td>
<td>1755</td>
<td>1010</td>
<td>3393</td>
<td>2038</td>
<td>559</td>
<td>1476</td>
<td>1953</td>
<td>3021</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>4264</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>1953</td>
<td>3021</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>4264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>val</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>973</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>977</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>641</td>
<td>804</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1457</td>
<td>830</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All models are trained using the PyTorch library [21]. The AdamW optimizer [22] is used for backpropagation. The CLIP model (detailed in Section 2) is first optimized using the pretrainCLIP dataset, where the contrastive loss is the objective function. The pre-trained CLIP model thus learns to match the meme image and text and is denoted as CLIP\_pre. For uni-modal training, the pretrainuni dataset is used to fine-tune the the CLIP component models CLIP\_pre, and CLIP\_pre, within the two overall model structures as shown in Figure 1. The model parameters of the CLIP component models CLIP\_text and CLIP\_image are initialized by those of the respective CLIP\_pre model and optimized on the Memotion3 dataset. The multi-modal model CLIP\_multi parameters are then initialized by the uni-modal models. We train one model for Task A with an output dimension of 3 and four models for the four aspects of Task C with output dimensions 4, 4, 4, and 2. The dropout rate in all classifiers is 0.1. The attention dimensions of the text encoder and image encoder are 512 and 768, respectively. The dataset for Task A is balanced. Therefore, we simply use the cross-entropy (CE) as the loss function for Task A. In contrast, the dataset for Task C is quite imbalanced. The focal loss (F) function [23] is therefore selected as the loss function for training the respective classifiers.

In this work, we adopt Gradient-Blending [24] (GB) to reduce the effect of overfitting. The multi-modal model (Figure 2) is based on the text and image model (Figure 1). Therefore, the text and image model logits $x_t$ and $x_i$ are also available in the multi-modal model. Taking the gradient of the blended loss

$$GB = \sum_i w_i CE_i,$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $i \in \text{[text, image, multi-modal]}$, produces the blended gradient. It should be emphasized that the multi-modal predictions are only obtained from the multi-modal logits $x_{multi}$. Finally, Table 3 gives an overview of the use of the loss functions in training all models.

We use the Python Ray\footnote{https://github.com/ray-project/ray} package to find the best-performing hyperparameters. The training process is carried out on NVIDIA's Volta-based DGX-1 multi-GPU system, using 3 TeslaV100 GPUs with 32 GB memory each.
Table 3
Loss functions overview in different models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Task A</th>
<th>Task C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Humorous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image</td>
<td>CE</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-modal</td>
<td>GB</td>
<td>GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4
Weighted F1 score on validation set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>Humorous</th>
<th>Motivation</th>
<th>Offensive</th>
<th>Sarcastic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLIP-text0</td>
<td>0.3724</td>
<td>0.5237</td>
<td>0.9568</td>
<td>0.4645</td>
<td>0.4750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIP-text1</td>
<td>0.3617</td>
<td>0.5244</td>
<td>0.9572</td>
<td>0.4520</td>
<td>0.4422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIP-image0</td>
<td>0.3469</td>
<td>0.5261</td>
<td>0.9572</td>
<td>0.4811</td>
<td>0.3302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIP-image1</td>
<td>0.3492</td>
<td>0.5221</td>
<td>0.9572</td>
<td>0.4611</td>
<td>0.5255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIP-multi0</td>
<td>0.3666</td>
<td>0.5225</td>
<td>0.9572</td>
<td>0.4966</td>
<td>0.4803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIP-multi1</td>
<td>0.3691</td>
<td>0.5198</td>
<td>0.9572</td>
<td>0.4858</td>
<td>0.4786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSCAR0</td>
<td>0.3684</td>
<td>0.5302</td>
<td>0.9532</td>
<td>0.4553</td>
<td>0.4011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSCAR1</td>
<td>0.3380</td>
<td>0.5181</td>
<td>0.9532</td>
<td>0.4525</td>
<td>0.3843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIP-multi0 without GB</td>
<td>0.3764</td>
<td>0.5186</td>
<td>0.9419</td>
<td>0.4590</td>
<td>0.4512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensemble-1</td>
<td>0.3725</td>
<td>0.5345</td>
<td>0.9572</td>
<td>0.4974</td>
<td>0.6170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensemble-2</td>
<td>0.4453</td>
<td>0.5362</td>
<td>0.9572</td>
<td>0.5052</td>
<td>0.6259</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Results

This work considers the CLIP-text, CLIP-image (in Figure 1), CLIP-multi (in Figure 2), and OSCAR models. For better performance, majority voting is adopted to ensemble different models’ decisions. Ensemble-1 fuses the prediction decisions of the candidate models CLIP-text0, CLIP-image0, CLIP-multi0, and OSCAR0, while Ensemble-2 also takes CLIP-text1, CLIP-image1, CLIP-multi1, and OSCAR1 into consideration. We iterate over all possible model combinations and adopt majority voting on the validation set to find the best performance model combinations. Then, these combinations are used to fuse the test set predictions.

Table 4 lists the weighted F1 score on the validation set. For Task A ("Overall" column in Table 4), the CLIP-text model performs better than the CLIP-image model. The score of the CLIP-multi setup lies between those of the former two models. Ensemble-2 improves the weighted F1 score to 0.4453. The model for motivation classification has scores above 0.9, because the binary classification dataset is imbalanced. Comparing the best-performing text and image models (CLIP-text0 and CLIP-image0), the image model shows a slightly better performance in Task C. The CLIP-multi0 model without GB training performs far worse than its gradient-blending counterpart. Overall, Ensemble-2 shows the best performance in Task A and Task C. Ultimately, the strategy of ensembling the top two models yields a 0.3289 (5th) weighted F1 score on Task A, 0.7977 (1st rank) on Task B and 0.5982 (also 1st rank) on Task C.
6. Conclusion

This work proposes a multi-modal CLIP-based meme classification system, which owes its capabilities on this rather small dataset to the outstanding zero-shot performance of the CLIP model. The text model combines the CLIP model text encoder with 2 BiLSTM layers; the image model is fine-tuned on the Memotion 3.0 dataset. The proposed multi-modal model integrates the text and image embeddings from the text and image encoders in 6 multi-head self-attention blocks. Gradient blending prevents the fusion model from overfitting. The OSCAR model is used both as a baseline model and as a participant model in our ensemble strategy, which further serves to improve the system performance. Our ensemble of the top two models yields a clearly better accuracy than one single model, winning Task B and C in the Memotion 3.0 challenge. The experimental results of the challenge do indicate, however, that sentiment analysis in memes is difficult for machine learning. The next goal of our work is therefore to develop mechanisms for understanding multi-modal, contrasting information, e.g. conveying irony, to improve sentiment classification performance for memes and social media posts.
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